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Welcome from academic convenor Antoaneta Dimitrova

Dear friends and colleagues

As current Convenor of the Standing Group on the European Union of the European Consortium for Political Science Research I would like to welcome you to the 9th Biennial Conference on the European Union. This conference takes place at an eventful and interesting time for the European Union, involved in Brexit negotiations that are testing its physical and symbolic boundaries. Scenarios for the future Union have been proposed in European Commission’s 2017 White Paper, to discuss the constitution and further steps and hope to signal a new period of active involvement by members and a democratic opening for those wishing to join the Steering Committee and support our work.

Speaking of active involvement, professor Virginie Graudon and her team at SciencesPo have provided the most important ingredients for a successful conference: leadership, commitment, hard work and organisational support. On behalf of the Steering Committee and all members of the ECPR Standing Group on the EU, I would like to thank the entire organising committee for their efforts to make this conference a reality.

I would also like to express our appreciation for the work of the conference’s Section Chairs for their input into the programme. In addition, we would like to thank the Journal of European Public Policy for sponsoring the public lecture during the conference. I look forward to three interesting, challenging and productive days in Paris and hope that the conference papers, roundtables and lectures will be even more attractive than the charms of this wonderful city.

Antoaneta Dimitrova
Convenor of the
SGEU Steering Committee
Professor in Comparative Governance, Faculty of Governance and Global Affairs, Leiden University

ECPR Standing Group on the European Union

ECPR’s Standing Group on the European Union (SGEU) is a biennial pan-European conference; summer schools; organising and sponsoring Workshops, Panels and Sessions at ECPR events, and any major political science conferences; maintenance of a mailing list, a news service and a website.

Primarily a group of political scientists, the SGEU also fosters collaboration across social science disciplines, including anthropology, economics, law, sociology, and social psychology, with a substantive focus on the European Union.

ECPR’s Standing Group on the European Union (SGEU) promotes co-ordination and collaboration among political scientists interested in the blooming area of research on the EU. The Standing Group, one of the most populous in the ECPR, enjoys wide recognition.
Euroscepticism and the Future of European Integration

This lecture by Catherine de Vries (University of Essex) is sponsored by the Journal of European Public Policy, and will be introduced by the journal’s co-editor, Berthold Rittberger.

The European Union is facing turbulent times. It is plagued by deep divisions over how to shape its future. Over half a century of integration has created a profound interconnectedness between the political, economic, and social fates of member states. At the same time, however, the fortunes of member states have started to diverge dramatically. As a result, the political fault lines are widening. Today, they crosscut the continent from North to South on the economy and austerity, and from East to West on migration and human rights. What are the effects of these developments on public opinion? By presenting a wealth of empirical evidence, this lecture provides an overview of the contours of public opinion. Moreover, it discusses how it matters for behaviour in elections and how it shapes possible reform of the European Union in the future.

Catherine de Vries is a Professor of Politics in the Department of Government at the University of Essex where she also serves as the Director of the Essex Centre for Experimental Social Sciences, and a Professor and Chair of Political Behaviour at the Free University Amsterdam. She is also an associate member of Nuffield College at the University of Oxford. Over the years, she has published extensively on the most important societal and political problems facing Europe today, such as the ramifications of the Eurozone crisis, the success or failure of extremist parties or political corruption. Her recent monograph Euroscepticism and the Future of European Integration with Oxford University Press provides a systematic account of public opinion towards Europe.

Since Aesop’s fable The Fox and the Lion, the idea that there is strength in numbers has been considered common sense. This is also a leitmotif in many discourses on European integration, notably in idea that the European states need to ‘speak with one voice’ in global settings, that some issues, such as the environment, are best dealt through cross-state cooperation to avoid a ‘tragedy of the commons’, or that de jure ‘unity in diversity’ is a positive sum game. EU scholars have long exposed a much more complex reality: Legally – Differentiated political integration is a historical fact: à la carte Schengen, euro opt-outs, multi-speed Europe after enlargement. Socioeconomically, disparities among member states and their populations remain high despite common policy frameworks, and anti-EU parties exploit the notion that only some Europeans benefit from integration processes.

Diplomatically – Member states sometimes sing different tunes just as in the Eurovision contest. We have observed in 2018 with the debate on the GAFA proposals and the US IT giants. Concomitantly, there has been resistance from EU subnational and/or civil society actors to EU agreements with third states with the CETA or with Turkey regarding migration. The question is thus how to best address external challenges given tensions and contradictions within the EU.

Where and when
18:15 – 20:00
Thursday 14 June
Amphithéâtre Boulmy, 27 rue Saint-Guillaume, 75007

European Parliament Office in France

As an extension for France of the European Parliament Directorate General for Communication, the mission of our office is to raise awareness of the European Parliament (EP) and the EU generally, and to encourage citizens to vote in European parliamentary elections. We provide visibility to MEPs’ legislative work and we give citizens access to our institution through public events, bring stakeholders and the public together with their MEPs, academics and think-tanks. Our Press relations team organizes press briefings and keeps the media informed of news stories in the European Parliament. Our colleagues dedicated to youth activities work closely with teachers, educationalists and bodies involved in active citizenship to produce and distribute free and neutral resources about the EP.

Our public relations team develops links with target bodies, professionals, companies, NGOs and anyone else who has an interest in European affairs and the role of the EP.
Europe in Political Turmoil: Explaining Party Politics and Electoral Dynamics in European Welfare Democracies

Europe’s political landscapes are in turmoil, and new radical parties challenge the established political order. The process of European integration is more and more contested politically. This Roundtable, based on the recently published Oxford University Press volume *European Democracies & Party Politics*, locates Europe’s contemporary challenges within the longer economic and political trajectory of its ‘welfare democracies’. Based on analysis of structures of political competition and voter-party links in different European democracies, it presents a general understanding of the political and economic turmoil of recent decades. It also provides an analytical framework that links welfare states to party systems, combining recent contributions to the comparative political economy of welfare states, labour markets and societies, and insights from party and electoral politics.

The Roundtable describes three phenomena: First, concerning electoral politics, it identifies a certain homogenisation of European party systems, the emergence of a new combination of leftist socio-economic and rightist sociocultural positions in many parties, and the different electoral success of the radical left in the north of Europe and of the radical right in the south. Second, it underlines a confluence toward renewed welfare state support among parties and voters. Third, it shows how the Europeanisation of political dynamics, combined with incompatible growth models, has created pronounced European cleavages.

Philip Manow is Professor for Comparative Political Economy at the University of Bremen. He held positions at the University of Konstanz and Heidelberg and was senior researcher at the Max-Planck Institute for the Study of Societies. He is currently a fellow at the Institute for Advanced Studies (SOCIUM) at the University of Bremen. He has also worked at EUI in Florence, and at the Universities of Oxford, Essen-Duisburg and Zurich, where he led an Ambilum project on women’s political alignment.

Bruno Palier is CNRS Research Director, Sciences Po Centre for European Studies and Comparative Political Economy and co-director of Laboratory for Interdisciplinary Evaluation of Public Policies. He has published numerous articles and books, on welfare state transformation as well as on European social policies. Trained in social science, he has a PhD in political science and was the scientific coordinator of a European Network of excellence, Reconciling Work and Welfare. He is also a Member of the Society for the Advancement of Socio-Economics Executive Council. His research focuses on welfare reforms in Europe. See page 4 for Catherine de Vries.

Brexit: Where Are We, and Where Are We Headed?

This Roundtable will consider the state of the Brexit process in terms of negotiations between the UK and the EU and within the UK itself. Panellists will speculate how this process might unfold, and with what consequences.

Catherine Barnard, Senior Fellow of The UK in a Changing Europe, is Professor of European Union Law and Jean Monnet Chair of EU Law at the University of Cambridge. Her research interests include European Union law, labour and discrimination law, and competition law.

Anand Menon, Director of The UK in a Changing Europe, is Professor of European Politics and Foreign Affairs, Kings College London. His research focuses on international organisations, theories of European integration, British and French politics and foreign policies, EU institutions, and EU foreign and security policies.

Tom Nuttall, Charlemagne columnist for *The Economist*, covers European politics and economics. Before that he worked as US west coast correspondent in Los Angeles for two years, and as an editor on the Europe desk. Before joining *The Economist*, Tom worked as an editor at the think-tank, European Council on Foreign Relations, and spent several years as a senior editor at *Prospect* magazine.

Ivan Rogers KCMB, is the Former Permanent Representative of the United Kingdom to the European Union (2013–2017).

Herman Van Rompuy is President Emeritus, European Council, Minister of State & President of the European Policy Centre.
ABOUT LIEPP

LIEPP: Sciences Po Laboratory for the Interdisciplinary Evaluation of Public Policies

LIEPP is a laboratory created in 2011 with financial support from the French National Research Agency (ANR) for the interdisciplinary study and evaluation of public policies. The project strives to combine the highest standards of excellence in research from specific disciplines and from LIEPP’s founding centres with a systematic implementation of an interdisciplinary approach to public policy evaluation. LIEPP facilitates the cross-fertilisation of approaches from different disciplines on the same policy issue by providing researchers, visiting scholars, policy-makers and other stakeholders a platform for collaboration.

LIEPP brings together more than 100 Sciences Po researchers from various disciplines. The laboratory is organised around the common issue of public policy evaluation, which transcends disciplinary boundaries, fostering dialogue between economists, sociologists and political scientists – sometimes also engaging lawyers and historians. This interdisciplinary perspective is reinforced by a network of thematic research groups coordinating several projects around major public policy issues: Evaluation of Democracy, Educational Policies, Socio-fiscal Policies, and Discriminations & Social Inequalities. Each research group is co-directed by researchers from different disciplinary backgrounds and encompasses several projects on the same topic to ensure a multidisciplinary approach to the evaluation of a policy, combining qualitative, quantitative and comparative assessments. LIEPP supports many other projects dealing with single issues such as research excellence policies, health policies, urban policies, penal policies, and projects on open source data analysis.

Engaged on expanding national and international reach, LIEPP mobilises a network of 80 external researchers from 50 different institutions of which 40 per cent are abroad, and develops numerous partnerships with public policy institutions in France and abroad. Pursuing fundamental research, it aims at positioning France as an international leader in evaluation research. LIEPP also aims at informing public debate by disseminating the results of its research.

LIEPP’s founding, 212 scientific events have been organised. Thanks to its Visiting Scholars Programme, LIEPP has already received 51 visiting professors, who have benefited from interdisciplinary discussions with LIEPP affiliates and have contributed to LIEPP’s publications series and research projects. LIEPP also provides training on methods for the evaluation of public policy through teaching, lectures and professional training as well as by supporting the work of PhD candidates. Each year LIEPP awards funding for doctoral thesis research and provides students with rich interdisciplinary academic support.

LIEPP has its own publication series: Working papers, Methodological discussion papers (for interdisciplinary dialogue), and Policy Briefs (quick account of the research done on a given topic for experts and institutional stakeholders). These series foster exchange and peer review before publication in academic journals and a large number of publications linked to LIEPP’s topics and activities have been produced by LIEPP research affiliates over a short time span. LIEPP is part of the programme Investissements d’Avenir (Labex ANR-0091, ANR-11-IDEX-0005-02).

SciencesPo
LABORATORY FOR THE INTERDISCIPLINARY EVALUATION OF PUBLIC POLICIES

www.sciencespo.fr/liepp
@LIEPP_ScPo
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Panel session 1

Wednesday 13 June, 14:00–15:45

Panel P007 27SG – 23

Bordering, Debordering, Rebordering

Chair: SCALETTARIS, Giulia (University of Lille 2)

Discussant: WALDINGER, Roger (University of California, Los Angeles)

Europe’s Caribbean Borders: The Peculiar Case of the Sint Maarten/Saint Martin Border

HOOGERS, Gerhard (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen) P

KARAPETIAN, Gohar (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

European Borderlands: External Differentiated Integration as a Model for Turkey

MUFTÜLER-BAÇ, Meltem (Sabancı University) P

The Impact of the European Union on Cross-Border Cooperation in Ireland and the Implications of Brexit

TANNAM, Eilín (Department of Political Science, Trinity College Dublin) P

Panel P018 27SG – 25

Dissatisfaction in and about Europe

Chair: BEREZIN, Mabel (Cornell University)

Discussant: TENEY, Céline (Universität Bremen)

Moving Beyond Rationalism: Analysing Declining Turkish EU Accession through a Sociological Perspective

DEMIRBİLEK, Burçin (University of Exeter) P

BENSON, David (University of Exeter)

Neoliberalism and Democratic Disaffection in France and the UK: A Series of Natural Experiments

VILA-HENNINGER, Luis (Université catholique de Louvain) P

VAN INGELGOM, Virginie (Université catholique de Louvain) P

DUPUY, Claire (Sciences Po Grenoble)

Overlapping Words of De-Europeanisation and EU Compliance in Hungary: Processes of Contestation and Adaptation by Local Actors

ZEMANDL, Eva (Central European University) P

PIROSKA, Dora (Corvinus University of Budapest)

Panel P020 9RC – 931

Elite Framing, Media Coverage and Euroscepticism

Chair: GAITERMANN, Kajfana (University of Amsterdam)

Discussant: ATIKCAN, Ece Odem (University of Warwick)

Contesting European Solidarity: Patterns of Justifications in Media Claims-Making during the Refugee Crisis

EISELE, Olga (University of Siegen) P

BRÄNDLE, Verena (University of Copenhagen)

TRENZ, Hans-Jörg (University of Copenhagen)

Justifying Europe: Elite Rhetoric and Public Opinion about European Integration

VOSSING, Konstantin (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) P

Support for Winners, Punishment for Losers? The Public Debate during the Eurozone Crisis

LEHNER, Thomas (Universität Salzburg) P

The Dynamics of Electorate Party Switching – Euroseptic Constituencies and Defection from the Mainstream

FILIP, Alexandru (Herlie School of Governance) P

What Drives Support for Border Controls and Freedom of Movement within the EU: Insights from an EU-wide Survey Experiment

KÄRSTENS, Felix (University of Zurich) P

Panel P025 27SG – 31

European Law and EU Policies

Chair / Discussant: WIND, Marlene (University of Copenhagen)

Administrative Courts’ Influence on Urban Planning Policies in Mountainous Areas

SULPICE, Oriane (Sciences Po Grenoble) P

The European Pillar of Social Rights and Freedom of Movement within the EU: What Drives Support for Border Controls and Freedom of Movement within the EU: Insights from an EU-wide Survey Experiment

VAN WAGENINGEN, Anne (University of Amsterdam) P

The Role of the Court of Justice in the International Relations of the EU

CONWAY, David (University of Exeter) P

When Europe hits the Subnational Authorities – The Transposition of EU Directives in Germany between 1990 and 2016

PAASCH, Jana (Universität Mannheim) P

Panel P026 27SG – 15

European Union: Cleavage and Crises in the Emerging Political Geography of Europe

Chair / Discussant: LAFAN, Brigid (European University Institute)

How Scale Changes Time: For an International Historical Sociology of European Integration

ROSANO-GRANGE, Marlène [Sciences Po Paris] P

Where Goes the Centre of Gravity of EU Politics? The Legislative Decision-Making Post-Brexit

PLECHANOVDOVA, Bela [Charles University in Prague] P

‘Love Europe, Hate the EU’: Place and Culture versus Institutions in the New Political Geography of Europe

GLENCROSS, Andrew [Aston University] P

Panel P038 27SG – 26

Judicial Activism

Chair: RUZZA, Carlo (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Discussant: CINI, Michelle (University of Bristol)

Is the Litigation before the European Court of Justice and the Court of Human Rights under the Influence of Private Foundations?

CUQUENNOIS, Gaëtan (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) P

Demandjustice and Dieselgate: How a Transnational Civil Society Coalition Rocks the Legal Systems in Europe

VAN ELTEN, Katharina [Ruhr-Universität Bochum] P

ADVANCING EU EQUALITY LAW IN ITALY: BETWEEN UNSYSTEMATIC IMPLEMENTATION AND DECENTRALISED ENFORCEMENT

PASSALACQUA, Virginia (European University Institute) P

Panel P068 27SG – 21

Studying Eurocracy as a Social Field: What Methodologies?

Chair: LEBARON, Frédéric (UVSQ)

Discussant: BIGO, Didier (Sciences Po Paris)

Participant Observation and German EU Policy

BEICHELT, Timm (Europa-Universität Viadrina) P

Participant Observation and German EU Policy

BEICHELT, Timm (Europa-Universität Viadrina) P

Participant Observation and German EU Policy

BEICHELT, Timm (Europa-Universität Viadrina) P
Panel session 2

Wednesday, 13 June 16:00–17:45

Panel P005 27SG – 14
Beyond Policy Making: New Perspectives on EU Institutions and the EU
Chair: JACOBS, Francis (University College Dublin)
Co-Chair / Discussant: KASSIM, Hussein (University of East Anglia)
One EU Civil Service or Many? The Commission and Council Secretariat Compared
KASSIM, Hussein (University of East Anglia) 
P
CONNOLLY, Sara (University of East Anglia) 
P
DE LEUVEN, Bernhard (Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz) 
P
Panel P011 27SG – 31
Challenges to the EU Legal Order: Defiance and Disintegration
Chair / Discussant: CLINTON, Peter (Universitat Pompeu Fabra) 
P
You’re Gonna Miss Me When I’m Gone: Brexit and the CJEU
LINDHOLM, Johan (Umeå University) 
P
NAURN, Daniel (Universiteit Leiden) 
P
The Northern Ireland Act 1998 and Brexit: Can the Good Friday Agreement Survive in the Absence of EU Laws and Safeguards?
KELLY, James (Concordia University) 
P
The Politics of the UK’s EU Withdrawal Bill
GRAVEY, Viviane (Queen’s University Belfast) 
P
JORDAN, Andrew (University of East Anglia) 
P
The Dangers of Constitutional Pluralism
KELEMEN, R. Daniel (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey) 
P
The Majoritarian Challenge to European Constitutionalism
WIND, Marlene (University of Copenhagen) 
P
Panel P017 27SG – 33
Democratic Backsliding as a Challenge to EU Governance
Chair: WUNSCH, Natasha (University of Zurich)
Discussant: GURKAN, Seda (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
The Strategic Use of Referenda on Integration
VANGERYN, Pieterjan (University of Leuven) 
P
Panel P006 27SG – 21
Lobbyists and Bureaucrats in Brussels
Chair: GEORGAKAKIS, Didier (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne)
ROSS, George (Université de Montréal) 
P
MICHEL, Hélène (Institut d’ Études Politiques de Strasbourg) 
P
JOHANSSON, Håkan (Lunds Universitet) 
P
LAURENS, Sylvain (IEHESS) 
P
KUUS, Merje (University of British Columbia) 
P
Panel P0103 9RC – 907
United in Diversity? The European System of Financial Supervision and its Effects
Chair / Discussant: THIEMANN, Matthias (Sciences Po Paris) 
P
United in Diversity? European Insurance Governance and the Production of Systemic Risk
WILHELM, Benjamin (Willy Brandt School of Public Policy, Universität Erfurt) 
P
The Other Side of Independence: The ECB as a Supervisor of the Eurozone Banking System
FONTAN, Clément (University of Gothenburg) 
P
Democratisation through European Integration Revisited: Is the EU an Actor Capable of Addressing Democractic Backsliding?

DIMITROVA, Antoaneta
(Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)

Exploring the Nexus between De-Europeanisation and Autocratization in Contemporary Europe
TOMINI, Luca
(Università Libre de Bruxelles)
GURKAN, Seda
(Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Challenging EU Governance: Democratic Backsliding in the Enlargement Region

WUNSCH, Natasha
(University of Zurich)

The EU in Disequilibrium – From the Euro Crisis to a Crisis of Integration
PUETTER, Uwe
(Central European University)
HODSON, Dermot
(Birkbeck, University of London)

Panel P022
275G – 34

Effects of EU Citizenship

Chair / Discussant: BARBULESCU, Roxana
(University of Leeds)

Discussant: PARKER, Owen
(University of Sheffield)

The Politics of Internal and External Migration in the Enlarged EU: Bulgaria and Romania from Policy-takers to Policy-makers?
CATUTI, Mihnea
(University of York)
LINDSTROM, Nicole
(University of York)

From Exclusion to Downward Social Mobility: Romanian Roma Migrants in France between Public Policies and Civil Society Organisations
MAESTRI, Gaja
(University of Leicester)

From Ispoonment to Movement: People Subverting Democracy in Europe?
PASKALEV, Vesco
(University of Hull)

Variation of Policy Success: Radical-Right Populism and Migration Policy
LUTZ, Philipp
(Universität Bern)

Panel P042
275G – 26

Migration and Mobilisation in the EU

Chair / Discussant: RIZZA, Carlo
(University degli Studi di Trento)

Discussant: AYOB, Philipp
(Scuola Normale Superiore)

Migration and Queer Mobilizations: How Migration Facilitates Cross-Border LGBTQ Activism
AYOB, Philipp
(Scuola Normale Superiore)
BASSON, Lauren
(Ben-Gurion University of the Negev)

Panel P045
275G – 15

Multilevel Governance and the Political Geography of Europe

Chair / Discussant: LAFAN, Brigid
(European University Institute)

Did the Euro Crisis and German Exceptionalism in the Federal Government’s EU Policy Co-ordination?
FREUDLSPERGER, Christian
(Hertie School of Governance)
WEINRICHT, Martin
(European University Institute)

Extension of Paradiplomacy or Implementation of Multi-level Governance? Framing the External Relations of Sub-state Governments in the European Union
KANIA, Magdalena
(Jagellonian University)
REDISTRIBUTIVE POLITICS IN A CENTRAL GOVERNMENTAL REPRESENTATION SYSTEM: THE CASE OF THE EU CFTI, Manuele
[Copenhagen Business School]
JUSTESEN, Mogens K.
[Copenhagen Business School]

Panel P047
275G – 12

National Parliaments and the Scrutiny of European Integration: Fixed Routines versus Emergency Politics?

Chair: DE RUITER, Rik
(Deartment of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)

Discussant: SMEETS, Sandino
(Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)

Party Competition through EU Scrutiny
HEFFTLER, Claudia
[University of Cologne]

Is Parliamentary Attention to the EU Strongest when it is Needed the Most? National Parliaments and the Selective Debate of EU Policies
WINZEN, Thomas
(Universität Mannheim)
ROCABERT, Jotie
(University of Zurich)

DE RUITER, Rik
(Deartment of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)
National Parliaments in Times of Crisis: Anti-Establishment versus Regular Parties?
HEFFTLER, Claudia
[University of Cologne]

Scrutiny by Means of Debate: The Dutch Parliamentary Debate about the ESM and Banking Union

SMEETS, Sandino
(Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
DE RUITER, Rik
(Deartment of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)

Which Tasks for National Parliaments in EU Governance?
LINGSTROM, Nicole
(University of York)
KINGST, Lucy
(Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf)

Panel P048
9RC – 933

New Insights on the European Neighbourhood Policy

Chair: SMITH, Andy
(Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)

Discussant: VOLTOLINI, Benedetta
(Kings College London)

Crisis, Coordination and Coherence: European Decision-Making and the 2015 European Neighbourhood Policy Review
FURNESS, Mark
(German Development Institute)

SCHMIDACHER, Tobias
[College of Europe]
HENÖKL, Thomas
(University of Agder)

 Seen from the Outside: Russian Perspectives on the European Union’s External Democratisation Policy in the East
NEUMAN, Marek
[University of Groningen]

CONSTRUCTING BRIDGES AND FOSTERING GROWTH: INTERDISCIPLINARY INSIGHTS INTO EU ROLE CONCEPTIONS AND PRESCRIPTIONS
CHABAN, Natalia
[University of Canterbury, New Zealand]

ELGSTRÖM, Ole
[Lunds Universitet]

COMPEING POLITICAL MODELS AND THE PROSPECTS FOR POLITICAL CHANGE IN THE EUROPEAN NEIGHBOURHOOD DANDASHLY, Assem
[Maastricht Universiteit]

NOUJCEVA, Gergana
[Maastricht Universiteit]

THE ROLE OF EPIDEMIC COMMUNITIES IN THE EU’S FOREIGN POLICY TOWARDS ITS NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES
KOURTELIS, Christos
(Loughborough University)

Panel P055
9RC – 923

Reconciling Economic and Social Europe(s) after the Great Crisis

Chair: FERRERA, Maurizio
(University degli Studi di Milano)

Discussant: ZEITLIN, Jonathan
(University of Amsterdam)

Governing Europe: The Challenges Of Member-Statecraft

STIAMATI, Fului
(University degli Studi di Milano)

THE RESPONSES OF EUROPEAN ECONOMIC CULTURES TO EUROPE’S CRISIS POLICIES: THE EXAMPLE OF GERMAN-ITALIAN DISCREPANCIES
HEN, Josef
(University degli Studi di Milano)

CROSS-NATIONAL SOLIDARITY AND POLITICAL SUSTAINABILITY IN THE EU AFTER THE CRISIS
FERRERA, Maurizio
(University degli Studi di Milano)

BUCELLI, Carla
(University degli Studi di Milano)

SHOULD EU MEMBER STATES HELP EACH OTHER? PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS CROSS-NATIONAL SOLIDARITY
MARIOTTO, Camilla
(University of Innsbruck)

PHELLEGRAT, Alessandro
(University degli Studi di Milano)

Panel P060
9RC – 931

Rising Euroscepticism in East Central Europe: Current Trends and Prospects

Chair / Discussant: HLOUSEK, Vít
(Masaryk University)

Discussant: ARATO, Kristina
(Eötvös Loránd University)

EUROPEANISATION OF CZECH EUROOPTIMIST POLITICAL PARTIES: A NEW WAY OF EXPLAINING THE REASONS FOR EUROSCERPTICISM
HAVLK, Vratislav
(Masaryk University)

SMITH, Andy
(Economics & Political Science)

SOFT AND HARD: RECENT CZECH EUROSCERPTIC PARLIAMENTARIES
KANO, Petr
(Masaryk University)

HLOUSEK, Vít
(Masaryk University)

EUROSCERPTICISM IN HUNGARY – THE POWER OF NARRATIVES
ARATO, Kristina
(Eötvös Loránd University)

FOLLOWING THE STREAM? THE RISE OF PUBLIC EUROSCERPTICISM IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
VODA, Petr
(Masaryk University)

MABBET, Deborah
(Birkbeck, University of London)

Panel P072
9RC – 907

The Emerging Banking Union

Chair / Discussant: VAN RIET, Ad
(European Central Bank)

Central Bank Independence and the Challenge of Cooperation: Implications for Financial Regulation for the ECB
SCHIEKLE, Waltraud
(The London School of Economics & Political Science)
MABBET, Deborah
(Birkbeck, University of London)
Analysing European Values: An Introduction
CALLIGARO, Oriane (Université Libre de Bruxelles) P
FORET, François (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

How Has a Consensual Value such as the Rule of Law Developed into a Major Bone of Contention in EU Governance
COMAN, Ramona (Université Libre de Bruxelles) P

The European Union, a Stakeholders’ Democracy: From the European Studies to Democratic Experiments
HUBÉ, Nicolas (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne) P
ALDRIN, Philippe (Institut d'Études Politiques Aix-en-Provence)

The Values of the Court of Justice of the European Union
SAURUGGER, Sabine (Sciences Po Grenoble) P

The Role of Values in EU Governance
Chair: CALLIGARO, Oriane (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Co-Chair: FORET, François (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

PANEL SESSION 3
Thursday, 14 June 09:00–10:45
Panel P002 27SG – 31

Anti-discrimination and Human Rights
Chair / Discussant: MILLER, Lisa (Rutgers University)

The Legal Experts: Using, Resisting or Undergoing the Transformation of the EU Gender Equality and Anti-Discrimination Policy?
JACQUIT, Sophie (Université Saint-Louis-Bruxelles) P

Differentiated Eurolegality in Action: Comparing the Judicial Enforcement of the EU Anti-Discrimination Law in Sweden and Belgium
LEJEUNE, Audé (Institut d’Études Politiques de Lille) P

European Judicial and Institutional Control and its Impacts on National Penal and Prison Policies
CUQUENNOIS, Gaëtan (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) P

AUTHOR-MEETS-CRITICS Panel P094 27SG – 26

Welfare Markets in Europe: The Democratic Challenge of European Integration
Chair: CRESPY, Amandine (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Co-Chair: DUPUY, Claire (Sciences Po Grenoble)

Panel session 3

Panel P014 27SG – 14

Contradictions in the Governance of Financial Accountability in the EU
Chair: ADEN, Hartmut (Berlin School of Economics and Law/Hochschule für Wirtschaft und Recht Berlin) Discusant: STEPHENSON, Paul (Maasstricht Universiteit)

Comparing the Accountability Powers of Audit Institutions in a European Multilevel Governance Context
WILLE, Annette (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universität Leiden) P

Ensuring the Accountability of the European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI)
BENEDETTO, Giacomo (University of London, Royal Holloway College) P

The European Court of Auditors: Ensuring Accountability by Procedures?
ADEN, Hartmut (Berlin School of Economics and Law/Hochschule für Wirtschaft und Recht Berlin) P

Auditing EU External Action: The Challenges of Consistency
SÁNCHEZ-BARRUÉCÓ, María-Luisa (Deusto University) P

Panel P019 27SG – 25

Economic Crisis and Support for the EU
Chair: BISCHOF, Daniel (University of Zurich)
Discussant: KUHN, Theresa (University of Amsterdam)

The Economy and EU Support: The Utilitarian Explanation in Ordinary and Extraordinary Times
VASILIOPOULOU, Sofia (University of York) P

Keeping the Euro at any Cost? Explaining Preferences for Euro Membership in Greece
KONSTANTINIDIS, Nikitas (JE University, School of International Relations) P

The Challenges of Consistency
Chair: CALLE, Sergio (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique)
Discussant: FRITSCH, Hannes (Gruppo DE) P

Panel P031 27SG – 34

Governing Poor EU Migrants under European Law: Inequality, Illegality and Expulsion
Chair: KRAMER, Dion (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Discussant: LAFLUR, Jean-Michel (Université de Liège)

Imagine: European Union Social Citizenship and Post-Marshallian Rights and Duties
KOSTAKOPOULOU, Dora (University of Warwick) P

EXADAKTYLOS, Theofanis (University of Surrey) P

The Futility of Judicialising Transnational Welfare
Chair: SCHMIDT, Susanne K (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Discussant: KRAMER, Dion (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) P

Panel P035 27SG – 25

Identity Construction and Representation in the EU
Chair / Discussant: TRENZ, Hans-Jürg (University of Copenhagen)

Stuck in the Middle? Evidence about Citizen Preferences for Cooperation with the EU or Russia from the EU’s Eastern Neighbourhood
DIMIROVA, Antoneta (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universität Leiden) P

MAZEPIUS, Honorata (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universität Leiden) P

TOSKOV, Dimiter (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universität Leiden) P

The Relational Representation of EU Citizenship
Chair: NANNETI, Sara (Università di Bologna) P

The Triumph of Donald Trump and the Impossible Politics of Immigration
WALDINGER, Roger (University of California Los Angeles) P

Russia and Europe’s Borders: Evolution of Parliamentary Discourse between 2004 and 2017
MIKALAYEVA, Liudmila (Albert-Ludwigs-Universität Freiburg) P
Panel session 3

The Europeanisation of National Parties’ Communication: Politicisation or Depoliticisation?

VERSALLIES, Aban (Université catholique de Louvain) P

Claimants, Donors, Mediators: Mapping Actors Involved in European Identity Construction in Italy

MATVEEVA, Elizaveta (Kutsk State University) P

Panel P037 27SG – 21

Panels P096 & P097 27SG – 24

Political Elites and the EU

The Case of Legislators

Chair: RAMUSSEN, Anne (University of Copenhagen)

Discussant: COSTA, Olivier (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)

Discussants:

Explaining the Characteristics and Behaviour of MPS in Europe

PEREZ, Lauren (University of Chicago) P

It’s Not What We Say, It’s What We Do: Exploring the Link between Policy Agenda Dynamics and Legislative Outputs in the European Union

VAZONI, Astrée (Universität degli Studi di Milano) P


CHIRU, Mihai (Université catholique de Louvain) P

Competing Principals and Vote Defection in the European Parliament

FONT, Nuria (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) P

Panel P056 9RC – 923

Reforming EU Socio-Economic Governance: Ideas, Discourses, Agendas

Chair / Discussant: PALIER, Bruno (Sciences Po Paris)

Old Wine in New Bottles?

Ideas and Discourses on the EU Social Dimension from Flexicurity to Social Rights

PANSARDI, Pamela (Università degli Studi di Milano) P

VESAN, Patrik (University of Vaasa) P

The Politics of Pension Liabilities in Government Debt Statistics

DE VLEGER, Jessica (University of Amsterdam) P

Rethinking the Policy-Making in the Economic and Monetary Union: The Institutional Social Responsibility and the Fiscal Reform Act

LARUFFA, Matteo (LUISS University) P

Panel P065 9RC – 933

Speaking with One Voice?

Member States’ Coordination in EU External Affairs

Chair: DANDASHLY, Assem (Maasticht Universiteit)

Discussant: BALME, Richard (Sciences Po Paris)

Achieving Unity with Diversity: EU Member States’ Preferences and Sanctions against Russia

SZÉP, Viktor (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences) P

All Talk and no Trousers? When the EU Speaks with One Voice in the UN General Assembly but Votes Differently

BLAVOUKOS, Spyros (Athens University of Economics and Business) P

BOURANTONIS, Dimitris

GALARIOTIS, Ioannis (European University Institute) P

GIANNICU, Maria (Athens University of Economics and Business)

The Return of Jacksonianism in US Foreign Policy under the Trump Presidency: A Risk or an Opportunity for Europe?

NIELSEN, Kristian (Copenhagen Business School) P

DIMITROVA, Anna (ESSECA Ecole de Management)

Channelle Voices: Understanding EU Coordination at the OSCE

SCHADE, Daniel

[Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg] P

Unexploited Layer: The Sub-national Dimension of European Union Relations with China

KAMINSKI, Tomaz (University of Lodi) P

Panel P073 11RC – 16

Panel session 4

Thursday, 14 June 11:15–13:00

Panel P009 9RC – 931

Brexit: Causes and Consequences

Chair: HOBOLT, Sara (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Discussant: WRATIL, Christoph (University of Cologne)

Divided by the Vote: Affective Polarisation in the Wake of Brexit

HOBOLT, Sara (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P

TILLEY, James (University of Oxford)

Police Sketch or Funhouse Mirror? Political Construction of UK-EU Relations during the Brexit Referendum Campaign and Beyond

COUTTO, Tatiana (University of Warwick) P

Long-term Economic Distress, Cultural Backlash, and Support for Brexit

CARRERAS, Miguel (University of California, Riverside) P

IREPOGLU CARRERAS, Yasemin (University of California, Riverside) P

BOWLER, Shaun (University of California, Riverside)

Panel P083 9RC – 907

The Monetary-Fiscal Interface of a Monetary Union

Chair: Discussant: SCHELKLE, Waltraud (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

The Federalisation of the Central Bank: A Comparative Analysis between the Early Years of the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank

VALLEE, Shahe (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P

Sovereign Debt Holdings of Eurozone Banks

CLEETON, David (Maasticht Universiteit) P

The Rocky Road to Fiscal Consolidation – Lessons from the French Case for the Eurozone’s Fiscal Governance

SCHEID, Joachim (University of Trier) P

Panel P021 27SG – 14

Panel P029 9RC – 931

Institutions, Law and the Integration of the Central Bank

Chair: CLAYTON, Charles (University of Warwick)

Discussants:

GALARIOTIS, Ioannis (European University Institute) P

GIANNICU, Maria (Athens University of Economics and Business)

The Return of Jacksonianism in US Foreign Policy under the Trump Presidency: A Risk or an Opportunity for Europe?

NIELSEN, Kristian (Copenhagen Business School) P

DIMITROVA, Anna (ESSECA Ecole de Management)

Channelle Voices: Understanding EU Coordination at the OSCE

SCHADE, Daniel

[Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg] P

Unexploited Layer: The Sub-national Dimension of European Union Relations with China

KAMINSKI, Tomaz (University of Lodi) P

Panel P073 11RC – 16

Panel session 4

Thursday, 14 June 11:15–13:00

Panel P009 9RC – 931

Brexit: Causes and Consequences

Chair: HOBOLT, Sara (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Discussant: WRATIL, Christoph (University of Cologne)

Divided by the Vote: Affective Polarisation in the Wake of Brexit

HOBOLT, Sara (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P

TILLEY, James (University of Oxford)

Police Sketch or Funhouse Mirror? Political Construction of UK-EU Relations during the Brexit Referendum Campaign and Beyond

COUTTO, Tatiana (University of Warwick) P

Long-term Economic Distress, Cultural Backlash, and Support for Brexit

CARRERAS, Miguel (University of California, Riverside) P

IREPOGLU CARRERAS, Yasemin (University of California, Riverside) P

BOWLER, Shaun (University of California, Riverside)

Panel P083 9RC – 907

The Monetary-Fiscal Interface of a Monetary Union

Chair: Discussant: SCHELKLE, Waltraud (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

The Federalisation of the Central Bank: A Comparative Analysis between the Early Years of the Federal Reserve and the European Central Bank

VALLEE, Shahe (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P

Sovereign Debt Holdings of Eurozone Banks

CLEETON, David (Maasticht Universiteit) P

The Rocky Road to Fiscal Consolidation – Lessons from the French Case for the Eurozone’s Fiscal Governance

SCHEID, Joachim (University of Trier) P

Panel P021 27SG – 14

Panel P029 9RC – 931

Institutions, Law and the Integration of the Central Bank

Chair: CLAYTON, Charles (University of Warwick)

Discussants:

GALARIOTIS, Ioannis (European University Institute) P

GIANNICU, Maria (Athens University of Economics and Business)

The Return of Jacksonianism in US Foreign Policy under the Trump Presidency: A Risk or an Opportunity for Europe?

NIELSEN, Kristian (Copenhagen Business School) P

DIMITROVA, Anna (ESSECA Ecole de Management)

Channelle Voices: Understanding EU Coordination at the OSCE

SCHADE, Daniel

[Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg] P

Unexploited Layer: The Sub-national Dimension of European Union Relations with China

KAMINSKI, Tomaz (University of Lodi) P

Panel P073 11RC – 16

Panel session 4

Thursday, 14 June 11:15–13:00

Panel P009 9RC – 931

Brexit: Causes and Consequences

Chair: HOBOLT, Sara (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Discussant: WRATIL, Christoph (University of Cologne)

Divided by the Vote: Affective Polarisation in the Wake of Brexit

HOBOLT, Sara (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P

TILLEY, James (University of Oxford)

Police Sketch or Funhouse Mirror? Political Construction of UK-EU Relations during the Brexit Referendum Campaign and Beyond

COUTTO, Tatiana (University of Warwick) P

Long-term Economic Distress, Cultural Backlash, and Support for Brexit

CARRERAS, Miguel (University of California, Riverside) P

IREPOGLU CARRERAS, Yasemin (University of California, Riverside) P

BOWLER, Shaun (University of California, Riverside)
Panel P023 9RC – 933
EU External Affairs after Brexit
Chair: SUS, Monika (Hertie School of Governance)
Co-Chair: TEN BRINKE, Lisa (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Discussant: CHELOTTI, Nicola (Loughborough University)
Smaller EU Members and the EU’s CSDP after Brexit: Navigating in the New Environment
WEISS, Tomáš (Charles University in Prague)
‘Known Unknowns’: EU External Action after Brexit – Answering Four Big Questions
MARTILL, Benjamin (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
SUS, Monika (Hertie School of Governance)
EU Development Policy Post Brexit
HAFIELD, Amelia (Cranbury Christ Church University)
HENÖKL, Thomas (University of Agder)
LIGHTFOOT, Simon (University of Leeds)
Still Punching Above Its Weight? Britain, the EU and the Politics of Foreign Policy Divorce
WINN, Neil (University of Leeds)
Common Foreign and Security Policy after Brexit: Intergovernmentalism and Atlanticism After All – The Portuguese Case
SEBASTIÃO, Dina (University of Coimbra)
Panel P034 27SG – 25
Horizontal Europeanisation
Chair: RECCHI, Effore (Sciences Po Paris)
Discussant: FAVELL, Adrian (Sciences Po Paris)
Mobility, Interculturality and European Identity: Identifying Symmetries between EU and Non-EU Migrants in Contexts of Super-Diversity
LOPEZ BERENGUES, Siresa (Sciences Po Paris)
Europeanisation of Civil Society Organisations in Slovenia
LAJH, Damjan (University of Ljubljana)
NOVAK, Meta (University of Ljubljana)
The Formation of a European Social Space: Global Network Analysis of Transnational Human Activities
APLOWSKI, Auke (Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg)
DELEY, Jan (Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg)
VERBALYTE, Monika (Freie Universität Berlin)
Panel P039 27SG – 13
Justice in Europe II
Chair: KOSTAKOPOULOU, Dora (University of Warwick)
Discussant: MORGAN, Glyn (Syracuse University)
Scepticism about Article 7: Democracy and Rule of Law Protection in the EU
THEUNS, Tom (University of Utrecht)
Balancing the Rights and Duties of European and National Citizens: A Democratic Approach
LACEY, Joseph (University of Oxford)
BELLAMY, Richard (European University Institute)
Contested Conceptions of Justice in Post-War Europe: A Focus on the Congress of Europe
OCOMAN, Barbara (University of Utrecht)
The Referenda on EU issues and their Carnivalesque Function
PITSEYS, John (Université catholique de Louvain)
Representation, Recognition and Redistribution in Europe – A View from Hungary
SALAT, Orsolya (Central European University)
Panel P041 27SG – 31
Legal Experts, Judges and Litigation
Chair / Discussant: KELEMEN, R. Daniel (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)
Will Do? Selecting Judges on the Basis of Policy Preferences or Performance Indicators
HERVANSEN, Sjel Synnave Lyder (Universitetet i Oslo)
NAURIN, Daniel (Universitetet i Oslo)
I’ll See You in Court! Why Some European Union Non-compliance Cases End Up in the European Court of Justice
CLINTON, Peter (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
ARREGUI, Javier (Universitat Pompeu Fabra)
To Submit or Not to Submit – That is the (Preliminary) Question: Exploring National Judges’ Reluctance to Participate in the Preliminary Ruling Procedure
GLAVINA, Monika (University of Leuven)
Legal Framing in the External Dimension of the EU’s Internal Security: How NGOs Derailed the Europol Agreement with Israel
SLOMKIN, Peter (University of Vienna EII)
MÜLLER, Patrick (University of the Basque Country)
Panel P043 27SG – 34
Migration and Transnational Social Protection: Policy Changes and Migrants’ Access to Welfare across European Democracies
Chair: LAFLEUR, Jean-Michel (Université de Liège)
Co-Chair: VINTILA, Daniela (Université de Liège)
Discussant: KRAMER, Dion (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)
Immigrant Social Protection Regimes in the European Union
VINTILA, Daniela (Université de Liège)
KONSTANTINIDOU, Angeliki (Université de Liège)
LAFLEUR, Jean-Michel (Université de Liège)
Immigrant Populations and the Welfare State in Spain during the Economic Crisis
MORENO-FUENTES, Francisco Javier (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid – Instituto de Políticas y Bienes Públicos del CSIC)
Accessibility of the Bulgarian Social Protection System to Foreigners
VANKOVA, Zvezda (Maastricht Universiteit)
Social Policy Reforms as Migration Control: The Case of EU citizens in Belgium
LAFLEUR, Jean-Michel (Université de Liège)
Panel P049 27SG – 26
Organised Civil Society and Democratic Accountability
Chair: PARKS, Louise (Università degli Studi di Trento)
Discussant: RUZZA, Carlo (Università degli Studi di Trento)
Discussant: MALONEY, William (University of Newcastle)
Transnational Learning and Civil Society Empowerment in the EU Enlargement Process
WUNSCH, Natasha (University of Zurich)
The Impact of EU Funding on Interest Group Access
CREPAZ, Michele (Dublin Institute of Technology, College of Business)
SANCHEZ, Rosa (University of Amsterdam)
HANEGRAAFF, Marcel (University of Amsterdam)
Regulating EU Lobbying: Regulatory Capture or Protecting the Public Interest?
BUNEA, Adriana (University of Southampton)
 Missing Links? Assessing the Accountability of Civil Society Organisations in EU Governance
MALONEY, William (University of Newcastle)
FRAUSSEN, Bert (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)
ALBAREDA, Adriá (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)
BRAUN, Caellesta (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)
Interest Groups and EU Policymaking: The Role of Interest Groups’ Members
NOVAK, Meta (University of Ljubljana)
LAJH, Damjan (University of Ljubljana)
Panel P057 27SG – 23
Resilient Civil Society in the European Neighbourhood: The Limits of Liberal Theories in the Conceptual Bordering of Europe
Chair / Discussant: BOUZA, Luis (Universidad Autónoma de Madrid – Instituto de Políticas y Bienes Públicos del CSIC)
Civil Society and the Neighbourhood Policy: Creating Friends or Foes of Neo-liberal Bordering Practices?
BOSSÉ, Giselle (Maastricht Universiteit)
EU Promotion of Democracy, Security and Stability in the Wider Europe: The Impossible Triangle
FERRERO-TURRION, Ruth (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)
Looking South: Pitfalls and Constraints of EU Civil Society Promotion Strategies in Morocco
SUÁREZ-COLLADO, Ángela (Universidad de Salamanca)
Culture in European Neighbourhood Policy’s Discourses: Tracing Boundaries and Defining Liminal Others
VALENZA, Domenico (College of Europe)
TROBBIANI, Riccardo (College of Europe)
Panel P059 27SG – 21

Revolving Doors in Brussels
Chair: PASKALEV, Vesco (University of Hull)
Discussant: BODSON, Benjamin (Université catholique de Louvain)
Shortcomings of the Law or Complicity? Barroso and the Duty to Behave with Integrity and Discretion
PASKALEV, Vesco (University of Hull)
ALEMANNO, Alberto (HEC Paris / NYU School of Law)
How Ethical is the EU? Rules and Practice
BODSON, Benjamin (Université catholique de Louvain)
ALEMANNO, Alberto (HEC Paris / NYU School of Law)
EU Commissioners and Conflicts of Interest
BODSON, Benjamin (Université catholique de Louvain)
What Revolving Door in the European Parliament? MEPs and Assistants after their Mandate
MICHEL, Hélène (Institut d’Études Politiques de Strasbourg)

Panel P063 9RC – 923

Social Policy-Making in the EU: Actors, Institutions, and Processes
Chair: CRESPY, Amadine (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Gender Equality and Corporatist Governance in the European Union: Social Partners Negotiating Economic and Social Rights
KANTOLA, Johanna (University of Helsinki)
ELOMAKI, Anna (University of Helsinki)
Agents of Institutional Change in EU Policy: The Social Investment Moment
BELL, Sharon (Universiteit Antwerpen)

Panel P070 27SG – 33

The Crisis of Democracy and Rule of Law in the EU: Reflections on Sovereignty Issues
Chair: CARDWELL, Paul James (University of Strathclyde)
Discussant: DELEIXHE, Marlin (University of Leuven)
Conflicts of Sovereignty in Safeguarding the Rule of Law at the Supranational Level
COMAN, Ramona (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
LECONTE, Cécile (Institut d’études Politiques de Lille)
From Popular to Pooled Sovereignty, and Back Again? Competing Logics of Rule in the United Kingdom’s Membership and Exit of the European Union
BICKERTON, Christopher (University of Cambridge)
STAYING, Shifting, Simultaneous or Shared? Four Conceptions of Popular Sovereignty in the EU and How to Institutionalise Them
BEETZ, Jan Pieter (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
Contesting Sovereignty Claims: Mainstream Responses to Sovereignty Referendums in Western Europe
TOUBEAU, Simon (University of Nottingham)

Panel P085 9RC – 907

The Politics of EMU Reform
Chair: VERDUN, Amy (University of Victoria)
Supranational Influence in the Reform of the Eurozone
WASSERFALLEN, Fabio (University of Zurich)
LUNDGREN, Magnus (Stockholm University)
TALLBERG, Jonas (Stockholm University)
Feasibility of EMU Reforms and Member States’ Preferences
PUNTICHER RIEKMANN, Sonja (Universität Salzburg)
SAURÜGGER, Sabine (Sciences Po Grenoble)
KASSIM, Hussein (University of East Anglia)
Making the Politically Unfeasible Feasible: The Commission’s Approach to EMU Reform Design
KUDRINA, Zdeněk (Universität Salzburg)
Addition by Subtraction? European Financial Union After Brexit
FULLER, Gregory (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)

Panel session 5

Thursday, 14 June 14:15–16:00

Panel P001 27SG – 14

Agenda Setting in the EU: The Roles of the European Council, the Council Presidency and the Commission in Question
Chair: KASSIM, Hussein (University of East Anglia)
Discussant: NEUHOLD, Christine (Maastricht University)
The Paternity of Policy in the EU: The Agenda-Setting Power of the Commission
KREPEL, Amie (University of Florida)
The Return of the Commission’s Political Clout? An Assessment of the Juncker Commission Agenda-Setting Power
CAMSAO, Isabel (ICIP Center for Research in Political Science)
Only Symbolic Summits? Analyzing the Impact of the European Council on the Legislative Output of the EU
KROLL, Daniela (Universität Konstanz)
The Rotating Presidency of the Council of the EU – Still an Informal Agenda-Setter?
VAZNIONYTE, Aistė (Università degli Studi di Milano)
Better Union: Institutional Design for Improving EU Governance
Chair: JACHTENFUCHS, Markus (Hertie School of Governance)
Does Europe Need an Emergency Constitution?
KREUZER-GOLDER, Sabine (Sciences Po Grenoble)
KASSIM, Hussein (University of East Anglia)
SUSTAIN AND LIMIT POLITICISATION
GREEN, Philipp (European University Institute)

Panel P013 9RC – 931

Consequences of the Politicisation of the EU: Public Attitudes and Voting Behaviour
Chair: COSTA LOBO, Marina (Universidade de Lisboa Instituto de Ciências Sociais)
Discussant: MALET, Giorgio (European University Institute)
Media Personalisation Effects in a Low-Information Environment: The Case of the European Union
GATTERMANN, Katjana (University of Amsterdam)
STOECKEL, Florian (University of Exeter)
The Consequences of Politicisation of the EU in the Media for Voter Behaviour, 2002–2017
FULLER, Gregory (Rijksuniversiteit Groningen)
BARBERÁ, Pablo (University of Southern California)
P ATTRITIONALISATION AND THE LOSS OF LEGISLATIVE OPTIONS
FAZEKAS, Zoltán (Universitetet i Oslo)
KASSIM, Hussein (University of East Anglia)
POPA, Sebastian (Universität Mannheim)
SCHMITT, Hermann (Universität Mannheim)
BARBERÁ, Pablo (University of Southern California)
THEOCARIS, Yannis (Universität Mannheim)
Dealing with the British ‘Re-Negotiation’: New Institutional Leadership in Major EU Reforms
BEACH, Derek (Aarhus Universitet) P
SMEETS, Sandrino (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) P
Panel P032 27SG – 31

Hard and Soft Law in the European Union – I
Chair: TERPAN, Fabien (Sciences Po Grenoble) P
Discussant: HARTLAPP, Miriam (Freie Universität Berlin) P
The Role of the Commission in Soft Energy Governance: Stronger than it Appears?
KNODT, Michele (Technische Universität Darmstadt) P
SCHOENEFELD, Jonas (University of East Anglia) P
When Soft Law Matters: Understanding Changes in EU Instruments and Domestic Contexts
BERUT, Chloé (Sciences Po Grenoble) P
Tracking Technology, Privacy and Accountability: Regulatory Challenges in the EU MultiLevel Framework
ADEN, Hartmut (Berlin School of Economics and Law/ Hochschule für Wirtschaft und Recht Berlin) P
Explaining the Transformations of Law – The Cases of Migration, Cybersecurity and Economic Governance
SAURUGGER, Sabine (Sciences Po Grenoble) P
TERPAN, Fabien (Sciences Po Grenoble) P
An EU Governance Mix of Rights and Advice: The Case of Gender Equality and Employment
BEKKER, Sonja (Tilburg University) P
Panel P071 27SG – 21

The Elites of European Economic Governance Between National and Transnational Fields
Chair: GEORGAKAKIS, Didier (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne) P
Discussant: LEBARON, Frédéric (UVSQ) P
Interpreting the Cooperation between Regulators and the Regulated Under the European Securities Markets Authority
VASSALOS, Yiorgos (University of Strasbourg – SAGE) P
German Speaking Economists’ Discourse on Crisis
SCHMIDT-WELLENBURG, Christian (Universität Passau) P
Turning Crisis into Opportunity: The European Commission as a Purposeful Opportunistic during the Eurozone Crisis
ANGELOU, Angelos (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P
National Political Elites and their Views on EU Economic Governance: One or Many EU’s?
CONÍN, Nicolás (San Pablo CEU University of Rome) P
MARANGONI, Francesca (Università degli Studi di Siena) P
VERVICELLI, Luca (Università degli Studi di Siena) P
Panel P082 27SG – 23

The Externatisation of Migration Control
Chair / Discussant: EL QADIM, Nora (Université Paris 8) P
EU Cooperation and Migration Policy Development in West Africa
TRAIJNER, Florian (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) P
ADAM, Ilke (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) P
ROOS, Christof (Vrije Universiteit Brussel) P
Euro-African Migration Policies – Between Outsourcing and Conditionality: An Ethnographic Insight from EU Migratory Projects Implemented in Djibouti
DINI, Sabine (University Paris 13) P
Externalisation of Asylum: The EU-Turkey Deal
KOUTSOURAKIS, Eleftherios (Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences) P
Migration, Development and the Biopolitical Borders of Europe
PINKERTON, Patrick [Queen Mary, University of London] P
Externalisation versus Coercive Engineered Migration in Irregular Migration Governance: The Case of EU-Turkey Relations
GOKALP ARAS, N. Ela [Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul] P
Panel P093 9RC – 933

Varieties of Defence Co-Operation in Europe and their Worldwide Effects
Chair: FAURE, Samuel B.H. (University of Oxford) P
Co-Chair: SMITH, Andy (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux) P
Discussant: MENON, Anand (Kings College London) P
Co-operating for Capability?
French and British Defence Equipment Support Through the Prism of Industrial Policy
SMITH, Andy [Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux] P
Minilateralism as a Variety of Defence Cooperation in Europe: Contribution to the ‘Practice Turn’ through the Military Programme A400M Case Study
FAURE, Samuel B.H. (University of Oxford) P
Cooperation at the Intersection of Security and Economics: Explaining Institutional Choices on Armaments Collaboration
DEVORE, Marc [University of St Andrews] P
From Crises to Political Opportunities: Security Challenges, Brexit, and Europeanisation in Defence
PANNIER, Alice (Johns Hopkins University) P
BERAUD-SUAREZ, Lucie (Université Panthéon-Assas – Paris II) P
Panel P095 27SG – 26

Whose Voices are Heard and Why?: Interest Representation in EU Environmental Policy
Chair: YAKUSHEVA, Natalya (University of Helsinki) P
Co-Chair: BERNY, Nathalie (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux) P
Discussant: GRAVEY, Viviane [Queen’s University Belfast] P
Advocating for the Environment in Brussels: The Gang of Four Before and After the Economic Crisis
BERNY, Nathalie (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux) P
Exploring LULUCF Negotiations in the European Union
YAKUSHEVA, Natalya [University of Helsinki] P
Panel P099 27SG – 25

The Medium is the Message? The Role of Old and New Media in the EU
Chair / Discussant: EISELE, Olga (University of Siegen) P
The Citizens’ Voice?: Rhetorical Responsiveness of MEPs in the European News Media
RASMUSSEN, Anne [University of Copenhagen] P
DE BRUYCKER, Iskander [Universiteit Antwerpen] P
Politics and Europe on Twitter? Investigating the Extent of EU Politicisation in the 2017 General Elections Campaigns in Germany, France and the UK
ARCOSTANZO, Francesca [Università degli Studi di Milano] P
SÉDOUCHE, Antonella [Università degli Studi di Torino] P
BOBBA, Giuliano [Università degli Studi di Torino] P
PAGANO, Giovanni [Centro di Ricerca e Documentazione Luigi Einaudi] P
The EU in the National Media: A Comparative Assessment of France, the UK and Spain during the Economic Crisis
MONZA, Sabrina [Università Autonoma di Barcelona] P

Panel P097 27SG – 19

Getting into the Machine Room: New Institutional Leadership, Crisis and Post Crisis I
Chair: SMEETS, Sandrino (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) P
Discussant: BEACH, Derek (Aarhus Universitet) P
Transformational Leadership in European Governance: Comparing the Roles of the European Commission and the ECB as Effective Crisis Managers
DA CONCÌAÇÀO-HELDT, Eugênia (Bavarian School of Public Policy) P
Political Leadership in Turbulent Times – The Commission Presidency of Jean-Claude Juncker
TÖMMEL, Ingeborg [Osnbrück University] P
The EU Commission and Brexit: ‘New’ Institutional Leadership?
PETERSON, John (University of Edinburgh) P
Panel P029 27SG – 24
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Thursday, 14 June 16:15–18:00

Panel P098 27SG – 25
A Sentimental Journey? Explaining Conflicted Attitudes Towards the EU

Chair: BEREZIN, Mabel (Cornell University)
Discussant: GUILAUDON, Virginie (Sciences Po Paris)
Feeling Europe: Political Emotion, Political Knowledge and Support for the European Union
VERBALYTE, Monika (Freie Universität Berlin)
Explaining Public Support for the Euro
VERSAILLES, Albion (Université catholique de Louvain)
VAN INGELGOM, Virginie (Université catholique de Louvain)
Resentment, Social Cleavages and Euroscepticism: The Case of Belgium
ABTS, Koen (University of Leuven)
BAUTE, Sharon (University of Leuven)
EU Elite Disconnection and Europeanisation of Policies
NAGOU, Kyriaki (University of Nottingham)
CLEMENTS, Ben (University of Leicester)

Panel P008 27SG – 26
Brexit and the Politics of Migration

Chair / Discussant: KOSTAKOPOULOU, Dora (University of Warwick)
Whose Voice during Brexit? Civil Society Organisations and the Safeguarding of EU Citizenship and Free Movement in the UK
SIKLODI, Nora (University of Portsmouth)
A Feminist Political Economy Approach to the Free Movement of People in the EU
VANDERSTRAETEN, Hana (University of Oxford)
PARKER, Owen (University of Sheffield)
Brexit, EU Immigration and Anti-Discrimination
FAVELL, Adrian (Sciences Po Paris)
BARBOULESCU, Roxana (University of Leeds)
Panel P012 27SG – 31
Challenges to the Rule of Law and European Integration

Chair: LACEY, Joseph (University of Oxford)
Discussant: DIMITROVA, Antoaneta (Universität Konstanz)
Promoting Rule of Law and Anti-Corruption via EU Post-Accession Conditionality: The Case of Romania
IUSMEN, Ingi (University of Southampton)
EU Conditionality, the Backbone of Differentiation (and Challenges) of the Rule of Law within the EU Today
MINISHIMA-LOWE, Dale (Birkbeck, University of London)
Democracy after Accession: Lessons Learnt from EU’s Cooperation and Verification Mechanism
GATEVA, Elia (University of York)
The EU Rule of Law Backsliding: The European Commission’s Role in Enforcing the Rule of Law in the Member States
GREMMELPREZ, Femke (Ghent University)

Panel P027 9RC – 931
Explaining Attitudes towards European Integration

Chair: DE VRIES, Catherine (University of Essex)
Discussant: STOECKEL, Florian (University of Exeter)
The Relationship between Education and Euroscepticism Re-examined: An Instrumental Variable Design using Compulsory Schooling Reforms across Europe
KUNST, Sander (University of Amsterdam)
KUHN, Theresa (University of Amsterdam)
VAN DER WERFHOORN, Herman (University of Amsterdam)
Priming Euroscepticism: Experimental Evidence of Ambivalence in Opinion Formation
MALET, Giorgio (European University Institute)
Regional Integration Support: A Positive Externality Toward Migration Attitudes
DE VRIES, Catherine (University of Essex)

Panel P030 27SG – 24
Getting into the Machine Room: New Institutional Leadership, Crisis and Post Crisis II

Chair: BEACH, Derek (Aarhus Universitet)
Discussant: SMEETS, Sandrine (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen)
How Europeanisation Affects Integration: Explaining why Collective National Parliamentary Participation Cannot Ensure the Democratic Control of the EU’s Centre in the Future
THOMAS, Arja (Sciences Po Paris)
How Permanent are the Permanent Representatives? The Effects of COREPER Personnel Turnover
SCHERPPEL, John (James Madison University)
YOUNG, Rachel (James Madison University)
Perez, Lauren (University of Chicago)
The European Central Bank and the European Parliament in Banking Supervision: Accountability without Contestation
MARICUT-AKBIK, Adina (Hertie School of Governance)
SCHERPEREEL, John (James Madison University)

Panel P033 27SG – 31
Hard and Soft Law in the European Union – II

Chair: SAURUGGER, Sabine (Sciences Po Grenoble)
Discussant: TERRAN, Fabien (Sciences Po Grenoble)
Soft Law Implementation in the EU Multilevel System
HARTLAP, Miriam (Freie Universität Berlin)
The EU’s Readmission System: Analysing the Interplay of Soft and Hard Law
SLOMINSKI, Peter (University of Vienna EiF)
TRAUNER, Florian (Wirtschaftsuniversität Brüssel)
“Soft” International Agreements in EU External Relations
WESSEL, Ramses A. (Universiteit Twente)
Judicialisation as a Result of Socio-Economic Factors and/or Judicial Dialogue
ATANASOVA, Angelina (University of Leuven)

Panel P036 9RC – 907
Idiosyncrasy or Diversity?

Chair / Discussant: DIETZINGER, Sebastain (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
Italy and Germany: Incompatible Varieties of Europe?
PIATTONI, Simona (Università degli Studi di Trento)
NOTERMANS, Ton (Tallinn University of Technology)
Joining the Euro Area: Euro Adoption Policies since 2004
VERDUN, Amy (University of Victoria)
DANDASHLY, Assem (Mazandaran University)
The Future of European Varieties of Labour Market Regimes? The Impact of the ESM on the Euro Area’s Labour Markets
ZAGERMANN, Dennis (Universität Bremen)
Panel P044 27SG – 26

Mobilising Europe – Europe and Citizen Activism

Chair: PARKS, Louisa (Università degli Studi di Trento)
Discussant: LIEBERT, Ulrike (Universität Bremen)

Anti-Austerity between Militant Materialism and Real Democracy: Exploring Pragmatic Pragmatism
BAILEY, David (University of Birmingham) P

All Quiet on the Brexit Front? UK Civil Society Before and After the UK’s Referendum on Membership of the EU
PARKS, Louisa (Università degli Studi di Trento) P

The Dynamics of Transnational Mobilisation through the ECI: A Comparative Analysis of the Factors Affecting Campaign Outcomes
KANDYLA, Anna Angela (European University Institute) P

Horizontal Networking beyond Brussels by ‘EU-Bubble’ Actors: From ‘Permissive Consensus’ to ‘Empowering Dissensus’
BOUZA, Luis (Universidad Autònoma de Madrid – Instituto de Políticas y Bienes Públicos del CSIC) P

Panel P050 27SG – 14

Politisation or De-Politisation? The (Inter-) Institutional Consequences of the ‘Constraining Dissensus’ over European Integration

Chair: KOOP, Christel (Kings College London)
Co-Chair: REH, Christine (University College London)
Discussant: BRESANNELI, Edoardo (Kings College London)

Against the Odds: Overcoming Gridlock in EU Decision-Making
REH, Christine (University College London) P

BRONECKI, Philipp (University College London) P

OBHOLZER, Lukas (Freie Universität Berlin) P

To Politicise or De-Politicise EU Decision-Making: The Role of Inter-institutional Agreements
BUNEA, Adriana (University of Southampton) P

Intergovernmentalism and Fiscal Governance of the European Union: Explaining Tightening, Pooling and Delegation
MARIOTTO, Camilla (University of Innsbruck) P

FRANCHINO, Fabio (Università degli Studi di Milano) P

The EU’s Authoritarian Equilibrium: From Democratic Deficit to Autocracy Surplus
KELEMEN, R. Daniel ( Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey) P

Panel P075 27SG – 21

The EU Civil Service: Still an Administrative Elite?
Chair / Discussant: ROSS, George (Université de Montréal)

Against Privilege: Exploring the Diversity of Background, Motivation and Beliefs in Public Administration – the Case of the EU Administration
KASSIM, Hussein (University of East Anglia) P

CONNOLLY, Sara (University of East Anglia) P

OPHEY, Kristina (University of Cologne) P

‘Yes, Commissioner’: The Politics of Advising within the European Commission
WILLE, Ancheit (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universität Leiden) P

Doing Ethnography in EU Brussels: A Key to Understand the EU-Europe?
LEWICKI, Paweł (Europa-Universität Viadrina) P

The EU Civil Service in Crisis of Reproduction
GEORGAKAKIS, Didier (Université Libre de Bruxelles) P

Panel P079 9RC – 923

The European Semester: Institutional Dynamics and National Influence of EU Socio-Economic Governance since the Crisis

Chair / Discussant: FERRERA, Maurizio (Università degli Studi di Milano)

Who Sets the Rules of the Game in EU Economic Governance? Institutional Power in the European Semester from a Principal-Agent Perspective
VANHEUVERZWIJN, Pierre (Université Libre de Bruxelles) P

The Governance of Macroeconomic Imbalances in the Euro Area
BOKHORST, David (University of Amsterdam) P

ZETLIN, Jonathan (University of Amsterdam) P

Panel P089 9RC – 933

Theoretical Developments in IR Approaches to the EU

Chair: BALME, Richard (Sciences Po Paris)
Discussant: CHABAN, Natalia (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)

A Challenge to Foreign Policy Analysis? The Puzzling Presence of Gender Issues in EU External Policies
VAN DER VLUITEN, Anna (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) P

Does the EU have Moral Authority? A Critical (IR) Theory Assessment of the EU’s Responses to State Violence against Anti-Government Protests in Belarus and Uzbekistan
BOSSE, Giselle (Maastricht Universiteit) P

Negotiating EU Foreign Policy: Evidence from the Individual Level of Analysis
CHELOTTI, Nicola (Loughborough University) P

Europeanisation Within or Against Globalisation? How Global Made Europe
ROSANO-GRANGE, Marlene (Sciences Po Paris) P

Panel P091 27SG – 13

Transnational Partisanship and Convergent Power in the European Union

Chair: LORD, Christopher (Universiteit Leiden)
Discussant: RÉMIAT, Janie (Sciences Po Paris)

Transnational Partisanship and Networked Constituent Power
WOLKENSTEIN, Fabio (Aarhus Universitet) P

In Search of the Right Mode of Politics? DIEM25 between Constituent Power and Partisanship
PATBERG, Markus (Universität Hamburg) P

Creating a People: The Constituent Power in the Federation and the Constitutional Foundations and Developments of the European Union
LARSEN, Signe (The London School of Economics & Political Science) P

Political Parties in Deeply Multilingual Polities
STOJANOVIC, Neform (University of Lucerne) P

STOJANOVIC, Matteo (Monash University) P

Constituent Power and the Representative Function of the European Parliament
VON ACHENBACH, Jelena (Justus Liebig University Giessen) P

Panel P092 27SG – 12

Understanding Institutional Choice

Chair: JACHTENFUCHS, Markus (Kerstin School of Governance)
Discussant: SCHIMMELFENNIG, Frank (University of Zurich)

Beyond In or Out: Differentiated Implementation as a Way to Manage Diversity in the EU
PRINCE, Sebastian (University of Utrecht) P

Still the Century of Intergovernmentalism?
KÖNIG, Thomas (Universität Mannheim) P

Suggestions for a Better Union: Insights from Micro-Economic Theories
KARAGIANNIS, Yannis (Institut Barcelona d’Estudis Internacionals – IBEI) P

Applying Theories of European Integration to Differentiated Integration: When and How is Opting-Out Fair?
KROGER, Sandra (University of Exeter) P
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AUTHOR-MEETS-CRITICS Panel P003 9RC – 923

A European Social Union after the Crisis
Edited by Frank Vandebroucke, Catherine Barnard and Geert De Baere

Chair: CRESPY, Amandine (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
Discussants: ZEITLIN, Jonathan (University of Amsterdam)
DE LA PORTE, Caroline (Copenhagen Business School)
CHIEK, Dagmar (Queen’s University Belfast)

The European Social Union: A Missing but Necessary Political Good
FERRERA, Maurizio (Università degli Studi di Milano)
A European Social Union after the Crisis
VANDENBROUCKE, Frank (University of Amsterdam)
BARNARD, Catherine (University of Cambridge)

Panel P010 27SG – 33

Challenges to Democracy and European Integration
Chair: MINESSHIMA-Lowe, Dale (Birkbeck, University of London)
Discussant: TOUBEAU, Simon (University of Nottingham)

The EU’s Strategic Response to Referendum Challenges
ROSE, Richard (University of Strathclyde)
Populárising Unpopular Values in the Populist Age: A Narrative Framework for EU Responses to Populism
GROGAN, Joelle (Middlesex University)
Impact Assessments in the EU: A Chance for Discrimative Representation?
PASKALEV, Vesco (University of Hull)
National Autonomy and Democratic Standardisation: Should Popular Votes on European Integration be Regulated by the European Union?
LACEY, Joseph (University of Oxford)

Panel P015 27SG – 23

Controlling Migration at the Border
Chair / Discussant: SCALETARIS, Giulia (University of Lille 2)
The Hungarian Border Spectacle: The Politics of Visibility and Negligence in the Government of Migrants in Hungary
CANTAT, Cédine (Central European University)
Monitoring Migration in the Central Mediterranean: A Matter of Border Controlling or Rescuing Lives?
TOSTES BOTEILHO PAIVA, Mariana (Department of Political Science, Law, and International Studies, University of Padova)
Bordering Europe: Producing Illegality through Visualised Border Politics
BARP, Francesca (University of Lucerne)
Guarding the EU Borders
UROSEVIC, Natasa (Jura Dobrila University of Pula, Croatia)
Identifying the Crossed Impacts of the Militarisation of the EU External (se) Borders and Gender Relations: The Case of the Moroccan-Spanish Border
TYSZLER, Elsa (Université Paris 8)

Panel P028 27SG – 13

Foundations of European Legitimacy I
Chair: BICKERTON, Christopher (University of Cambridge)
Discussant: PIATTONI, Simona (Università degli Studi di Trento)
Epistemic Democracy, Expertise and supra-national Governance
GROYEENC, Janus (Nicolaus Copernicus University in Toruń)
Rethinking the Indirect Legitimacy of the European Union
LORD, Christopher (Universiteit Leiden)
Taking Unity in Diversity Seriously: Towards a Post-Unanimist Europe?
PÉLABAY, Janie (Sciences Po Paris)

Panel P051 27SG – 14

Power without Influence? Explaining the Impact of the EP beyond Legislation
Chair: CHELOTTI, Nicola (Loughborough University)
Discussant: KREPPFEL, Amie (University of Florida)
The European Parliament as a Budgetary Agenda-Setter since 2009
BENEDETTO, Giacomo (University of London, Royal Holloway College)
The European Parliament and Development Policy: Democratic Legitimacy of the ‘Low Politics’ of EU External Relations?
CARDWELL, Paul James (University of Strathclyde)
JANCIC, Davor (Queen Mary, University of London)
The Implications of a Dual Executive for Parliamentary Control: The EU between Separation and Confusion of Powers
FABBINNI, Sergio (SUS University)
Article 50 and the Self-Empowerment of the European Parliament in the Brexit Process
CLOSA MONTERO, Carlos (Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas)
The Role of the European Parliament in UN Climate Negotiations: Does EU Post-Veto Power Affect the EP’s Climate Diplomacy?
DELEUX, Tom (Université catholique de Louvain)
BOURNS, Charlotte (University of Sheffield)
The European Parliament and the Brexit Negotiations: An Influential Actor?
CHELOTTI, Nicola (Loughborough University)
BRESSANELLI, Edoardo (Kings College London)
LEHMANN, Wilhelm (European University Institute)

Panel P061 27SG – 31

The Contexts of European Law
Chair / Discussant: NAURIN, Daniel (Università degli Studi di Milano)
The Effects of the EU Fiscal Governance Reforms on Member States
RAUDA, Ringa (Tallinn University of Technology)
KEEL, Kati (Tallinn University of Technology)
GRANGER, Marie-Pierre (Central European University)
SALÁT, Orsolya (Central European University)
Media Attention Against All Odds, or Publicisation as Usual? Introducing Case Solience Data for CJEU Cases
DEDERKE, Julian (University of Zurich)
Member State Capitalism(s) and EU Law: Protecting Local Varieties in the Single Market
PAPP, Mónika (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
VARJU, Marton (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

Panel P069 27SG – 24

Secluded Decision-Making in the European Parliament: Opening the ‘Black Box’ of Trilogues
Chair: FABBINNI, Sergio (EuroSS University)
Discussant: REH, Christine (University College London)
How Transparent are EU Informal Trilogues in Practice?
BRANDMA, Gis Jan (University of Utrecht)
Preparatory Bodies as Mediators of Political Conflict in Trilogues
RIPOLL SERVENT, Ariadna (University of Bamberg)
PANNING, Lara (University of Bamberg)
Explaining Agents’ Deviation in Trilogue Negotiations
LALOUX, Thomas (Université catholique de Louvain)

Panel P062 27SG – 24

The Effects of the EU Fiscal Governance Reforms on Member States
RAUDA, Ringa (Tallinn University of Technology)
KEEL, Kati (Tallinn University of Technology)
GRANGER, Marie-Pierre (Central European University)
SALÁT, Orsolya (Central European University)
Media Attention Against All Odds, or Publicisation as Usual? Introducing Case Solience Data for CJEU Cases
DEDERKE, Julian (University of Zurich)
Member State Capitalism(s) and EU Law: Protecting Local Varieties in the Single Market
PAPP, Mónika (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
VARJU, Marton (Centre for Social Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)
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Panel P080 9RC – 933

The European Union and International Politics: Beyond Accession

Chair / Discussant: MÜFTÜLER-BAÇ, Meltem (Sabancı University)

Alternative Futures of ‘Europe as an Empire’ and ‘Europe as a Project’ and Turkey-EU Relations

GÜNEY, Aylin (University of Yasar)

The Evolution of Turkey-European Union Relations in the European Parliament: Argumentative Discourses

TÜRKES-KILIC, Selin (Yeditepe University)

Differentiated Integration, the European Union and Turkey: Chance for the Coordination of Activities in Foreign Policy?

SZYMAŃSKI, Adam (University of Warsaw)

The Comparative Approaches of the EU and Turkey towards EU-East

AKGUL ACIKMESE, Sinem (Kadir Has University)

Panel P086 27SG – 26

The Populist Right and EU Civil Society

Chair / Discussant: RUZZA, Carlo (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Europeanisation of Religion-Related Activism? Forms, Effects and Paradoxes

GIORGHI, Alberto (Centro de Estudos Sociais, University of Coimbra)

Populism, EU Institutions and Civil Society

RUZZA, Carlo (Università degli Studi di Trento)

Failure of Compassion? European CSOs’ Discursive Strategies in Times of Populism

SANCHEZ, Rosa (University of Amsterdam)

From Benign Neglect to Threat: The Rise of Populism and Mobilisation on Gender Equality in the European Union

CULLEN, Pauline (National University of Ireland, Maynooth)

Panel P087 9RC – 907

The Precarious Politics of Central Bank Independence

Chair / Discussant: VALLÉE, Shahin (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

Monetary Policy at the Zero Lower Bound: The European Central Bank in the Realm of Politics

VAN RIET, Ad (European Central Bank)

The Spectre of ‘Central Bankruptcy’ in Europe and Beyond: Towards a Political Economy of Central Bank Capital and Solvency

DIESSNER, Sebastian (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

The Complex Relationship Between Independence and Accountability: Mission Impossible for the European Central Bank?

DA CONCEIÇÃO-HELDT, Eugénia (Bavarian School of Public Policy)

MÜLLER, Tony (Bavarian School of Public Policy)

Panel P085 9RC – 931

Multi-Level Contestation: How and Why Do EU Institutions Respond to Euroscepticism?

Chair: REH, Christine (University College London)

Discussant: KOOP, Christel (Kings College London)

Contestation and Responsiveness in EU Council Deliberations

WRAITH, Christopher (University of Cologne)

HOBOLT, Sara (The London School of Economics & Political Science)

What Drives the Agenda-Setter?

Assessing the Influence of National and Supranational Politics on the European Commission

KOOP, Christel (Kings College London)

REH, Christine (University College London)

BRESSANELLI, Edoardo (Kings College London)
Panel P053 27SG – 23
Processes of Illegalisation, Detention, Deportation
Chair / Discussant: CANTAT, Céline (Central European University)
Rethinking Securitisation of Migration Through Research into the Global Governance of Stowaways
SENU, Amaha (Cardiff University)
Policy Change in Border Control: The Schengen Visa Regime – From Security to Profitability
DUPONT, Juliette (Université de Montréal)
Deciding to Detain in Order to Deport: How Immigration Bureaucrats Rule
CRAM, Laura (University of Edinburgh)
Discussant: MASSON, Lucio (Università degli Studi di Trento)
Panel P064 27SG – 26
Solidarities in Times of ‘Crisis’
Chair: MAESTRI, Gaja (University of Leicester)
Co-Chair: MONFORTE, Pierre (University of Leicester)
Discussant: PARKS, Louisa (Università degli Studi di Trento)
The Different Forms of Hosting Migrants in Italy: Between Humanitarian, Contentious and Economic Logics
PARKS, Louisa (Università degli Studi di Trento)
The Frames of Solidarity and Altruism in British and French Refugee Support Organisations
MAESTRI, Gaja (University of Leicester)
MONFORTE, Pierre (University of Leicester)
D’HALLUIN, Estelle (Université de Nantes)
RAMBAUD, Elsa (Université de Nantes)
The Politics of Survival: Minority Women, Activism and Austerity in France and Britain
BASIL, Marie (Ecole Française de Rome)
The Ethics of Giving in Times of Protracted Austerity
THEODOSIOPOULOS, Dimitrios (University of Kent)
Panel P058 27SG – 31
Responding to Mass Migration in Europe: Legal and Political Approaches between Competition and Cooperation
Chair: FEDERICI, Veronica (Dipartimento di Scienze Politiche e Sociali, Università di Firenze)
Discussant: MEXI, Maria (University of Geneva)
Biame Shift in the EU
HENKELMAN-WILD, Tim (Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München)
Legal and Political Response to the (Unobvious) Refugee Crisis in Poland
PACHOCKA, Marta (University of Warsaw)
SZULECKA, Monika (University of Warsaw)
SOBCZAK-ZIELC, Karolina (University of Warsaw)
Right to Religious Freedom and Right for Family Life: Caught between Integration and Segregation
SHAKRA, Mudar (Uppsala University)
The UK Migration Governance: A Critical Analysis
HIRST, Catherine (University of Cambridge)
One Step Forward, Two Steps Back? A Comparative Perspective on IASCs
PANNIA, Paola (University of Florence)
D’AMATO, Silvia (Scuola Normale Superiore)
Panel P077 27SG – 24
The EU Legislative Procedure: Continuity against All Odds?
Chair: ROZENBERG, Olivier (Sciences Po Paris)
Co-Chair: NOVAK, Stéphanie (Universita Ca’ Foscari, Venice)
Discussant: CITI, Manuele (Copenhagen Business School)
The Effects of Recent Political, Economic and Security Challenges on EU Member States’ Humanitarian Assistance
PUSTERLA, Francesca (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Co-Chair: DEHOUSSÉ, Renaud (European University Institute)
Discussant: COSTA, Olivier (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)
The EU as a Security Actor
Chair: KOURTELS, Christos (Loughborough University)
Discussant: FAURE, Samuel B.H. (University of Oxford)
Europe as a Global Actor?
DOGAN, Filiz (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)
Which Role for the European Union in the Global Governance of Disaster Risk Reduction?
MORSUT, Claudia (University of Stavanger)
The Results of Recent Political, Economic and Security Challenges on EU Member States’ Humanitarian Assistance
PUSTERLA, Francesca (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Co-Chair: DEHOUSSÉ, Renaud (European University Institute)
Discussant: COSTA, Olivier (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)
The EU Legislative Procedure: Continuity against All Odds?
Chair: ROZENBERG, Olivier (Sciences Po Paris)
Co-Chair: NOVAK, Stéphanie (Universita Ca’ Foscari, Venice)
Discussant: CITI, Manuele (Copenhagen Business School)
The Effects of Recent Political, Economic and Security Challenges on EU Member States’ Humanitarian Assistance
PUSTERLA, Francesca (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Co-Chair: DEHOUSSÉ, Renaud (European University Institute)
Discussant: COSTA, Olivier (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)
The EU as a Security Actor
Chair: KOURTELS, Christos (Loughborough University)
Discussant: FAURE, Samuel B.H. (University of Oxford)
Europe as a Global Actor?
DOGAN, Filiz (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)
Which Role for the European Union in the Global Governance of Disaster Risk Reduction?
MORSUT, Claudia (University of Stavanger)
The Effects of Recent Political, Economic and Security Challenges on EU Member States’ Humanitarian Assistance
PUSTERLA, Francesca (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Co-Chair: DEHOUSSÉ, Renaud (European University Institute)
Discussant: COSTA, Olivier (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)
The EU as a Security Actor
Chair: KOURTELS, Christos (Loughborough University)
Discussant: FAURE, Samuel B.H. (University of Oxford)
Europe as a Global Actor?
DOGAN, Filiz (Departments of Political Science and Public Administration, Universiteit Leiden)
Which Role for the European Union in the Global Governance of Disaster Risk Reduction?
MORSUT, Claudia (University of Stavanger)
The Effects of Recent Political, Economic and Security Challenges on EU Member States’ Humanitarian Assistance
PUSTERLA, Francesca (School of Oriental and African Studies)
Co-Chair: DEHOUSSÉ, Renaud (European University Institute)
Discussant: COSTA, Olivier (Institut d’Études Politiques de Bordeaux)
## Sections 1–4

**Section 1**

**Integration versus Federation: Which Model for Europe?**

**Keywords:** Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, European Union, Federalism, Integration

**Section Chair(s):**

- GENSCHL, Philipp (European University Institute)
- JACHTENFUCHS, Marius (Hertie School of Governance)

**National Parliaments and the Scrutiny of European Integration: Fixed Routines versus Emergency Politics? (P047)**

Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 12, Floor: First

- Practices and Challenges in Research Design in European Union Studies (P100)

Fri, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 12, Floor: First

- Better Union: Institutional Design for Improving EU Governance (P004)
  
Thu, 14:15–16:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 12, Floor: First

- The European Research Area for Improving EU Governance (P004)

**Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 12, Floor: First**

- Current Trends and Prospects (P060)
  
- Rising Euroscepticism in East Central Europe: (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
  
- HOBOLT, Sara

**Section Chair(s):**

- JACHTENFUCHS, Marius (Hertie School of Governance)

**Section 2**

**Public Support for European Integration: Between Backlash and Revival**

**Keywords:** Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, European Union, Integration

**Section Chair(s):**

- DE VRIES, Catherine (University of Essex)
- HOBOLT, Sara

**The London School of Economics & Political Science**

**Section Chair(s):**

- GENSCHL, Philipp (European University Institute)
- JACHTENFUCHS, Marius (Hertie School of Governance)

**Section 3**

**The EU: Current Issues in Political Theory**

**Keywords:** Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, European Union, Political Theory

**Section Chair(s):**

- BICKERTON, Christopher (University of Cambridge)
- INVERNIZZI ACCETTI, Carlo (Sciences Po Paris)

**Transnational Partisanship and Constituent Power in the European Union (P091)**

Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 13, Floor: First

- Foundations of European Legitimacy I (P028)

Fri, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 13, Floor: First

- Foundations of European Legitimacy II (P090)

Fri, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 13, Floor: First

- Democracy and Rights in the European Union (P016)

Thu, 14:15–16:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 13, Floor: First

- Justice in Europe I (P040)

Thu, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 13, Floor: First

- Justice in Europe II (P039)

Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 13, Floor: First

**Section 4**

**EU Institutions and Inter-Institutional Relations in the EU: Unusual Suspects and Understudied Dynamics**

**Keywords:** European Politics, European Union, Council of Europe

**Section Chair(s):**

- KASSIA, Miroslav (University of East Anglia)
- NEUHOLD, Christine (Maastricht University)

**Secularised Decision-Making in the European Parliament: Opening the ‘Black Box’ of Trilogues (P062)**

Thu, 14:15–16:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 24, Floor: Second

**Power without Influence? Explaining the Legislative Impact of the EP after Lisbon (P052)**

Fri, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 14, Floor: First

**Panel by section number**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Room</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Integration versus Federation: Which Model for Europe?</td>
<td>Thu</td>
<td>16:15–18:00</td>
<td>27SG, Room: 12</td>
<td>GENSCHL, Philipp (European University Institute) JACHTENFUCHS, Marius (Hertie School of Governance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>National Parliaments and the Scrutiny of European Integration: Fixed Routines versus Emergency Politics? (P047)</td>
<td>Thu</td>
<td>16:15–18:00</td>
<td>27SG, Room: 12</td>
<td>GENSCHL, Philipp (European University Institute) JACHTENFUCHS, Marius (Hertie School of Governance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Public Support for European Integration: Between Backlash and Revival</td>
<td>Thu</td>
<td>16:15–18:00</td>
<td>27SG, Room: 12</td>
<td>DE VRIES, Catherine (University of Essex) HOBOLT, Sara (The London School of Economics &amp; Political Science)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The EU: Current Issues in Political Theory</td>
<td>Thu</td>
<td>16:15–18:00</td>
<td>27SG, Room: 13</td>
<td>BICKERTON, Christopher (University of Cambridge) INVERNIZZI ACCETTI, Carlo (Sciences Po Paris)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>EU Institutions and Inter-Institutional Relations in the EU: Unusual Suspects and Understudied Dynamics</td>
<td>Thu</td>
<td>14:15–16:00</td>
<td>27SG, Room: 24</td>
<td>KASSIA, Miroslav (University of East Anglia) NEUHOLD, Christine (Maastricht University)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Sections 5–7**

**Section 5**

**Who Governs? EU Elites and Bureaucratic Transformations**

**Keywords:** Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, European Union, Governance

**Section Chair(s):**

- GEOGRASKIS, Didier (Université de Paris I – Panthéon-Sorbonne)

**Revolutionary Doors in Brussels (P059)**

Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 21, Floor: Second

**The Elites of European Economic Governance Between National and Transnational Fields (P071)**

Thu, 14:15–16:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 21, Floor: Second

**Studying Euracity as a Social Field: What Methodologies? (P068)**

Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 21, Floor: Second

**The Europeanisation of National Elites? (P081)**

Fri, 10:00–11:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 21, Floor: Second

**Inner Struggles and EU Policies (P037)**

Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 21, Floor: Second

**Book Panel: Lobbyists and Bureaucrats in Brussels (P060)**

Wed, 16:00–17:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 21, Floor: Second

---

**Section 6**

**The Bordering of Europe: Historical and Comparative Perspectives**

**Keywords:** Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, European Union, Migration

**Section Chair(s):**

- EL QADIM, Nora (Université Paris 8)
- SCALETTARIS, Giulia (University of Lille 2)

**Resilient Civil Society in the European Neighbourhood: The Limits of Liberal Theories in the Conceptual Bordering of Europe (P057)**

Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 23, Floor: Second

**Bordering, Debordering, Rebordering (P007)**

Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 23, Floor: Second

**Europe and its Others: Dynamics of Inclusion and Exclusion (P024)**

Thu, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 23, Floor: Second

**Controlling Migration at the Border (P015)**

Thu, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 23, Floor: Second

---

**Section 7**

**Bringing IR Back In: The European Union and the World**

**Keywords:** Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, European Union, International Relations

**Section Chair(s):**

- BALME, Richard (Sciences Po Paris)
- VOLTOLINI, Benedetta (Kings College London)

**The European Union and International Relations: Beyond Accession (P080)**

Fri, 09:00–10:45 Building: 9RC, Room: 933

**EU External Affairs after Brexit (P023)**

Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 9RC, Room: 933

**New Insights on the European Neighbourhood Policy (P048)**

Wed, 16:00–17:45 Building: 9RC, Room: 933

---
Section 8

The Emerging Political Geography of Europe

Keywords: Europe (Central and Eastern), European Politics, European Union

Section Chair(s):
LAFFAN, Brigid (European University Institute)

European Union: Cleavage and Crises in the Emerging Political Geography of Europe (P026)
Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 15, Floor: First

Multilevel Governance and the Political Geography of Europe (P046)
Wed, 16:00–17:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 15, Floor: First

Section 9

The Political Economy of the Euro Area and its Future

Keywords: European Politics, European Union, Euro, Policy Implementation

Section Chair(s):
KOTZ, Hans-Helmut (Harvard University)
SCHIEKLE, Waltraud (The London School of Economics & Political Science)
THIEMANN, Matthias (Sciences Po Paris)

The Emerging Banking Union (P072)
Wed, 16:00–17:45 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

The Precarious Politics of Central Bank Independence (P087)
Fri, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

Idiosyncrasy or Diversity? (P036)
Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

The Politics of EMU Reform (P085)
Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

United in Diversity? The European System of Financial Supervision and its Effects (P103)
Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

Section 10

EU Socio-Economic Governance and the Future of European Welfare States

Keywords: European Politics, European Union, Governance

Section Chair(s):
CRISP, Amandine (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
ZETLIN, Jonathan (University of Amsterdam)

The European Semester: Institutional Dynamics and National Influence of EU Socio-Economic Governance since the Crisis (P079)
Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

Reconciling Economic and Social Europe(s) after the Great Crisis (P055)
Wed, 16:00–17:45 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

AUTHOR-MEETS-CRITICS PANEL – A European Social Union after the Crisis (P003)
Fri, 09:00–10:45 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

Reforming EU Socio-Economic Governance: Ideas, Discourses, Agendas (P064)
Thu, 09:00–10:45 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

Social Policy-Making in the EU: Actors, Institutions, and Processes (P063)
Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

The Multi-Level Politics of EU Socio-Economic Governance (P064)
Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 9RC, Room: 923

Section 11

The Europeanisation of Societies?

Keywords: European Politics, European Union, Identity

Section Chair(s):
DIEZ MEDRANO, Juan (Institut d’Estudis Internacionals – IEB)
MCMANARA, Kathleen (Georgetown University)

The Role of Values in EU Governance (P088)
Wed, 16:00–17:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 25, Floor: Second

Identity Construction and Representation in the EU (P035)
Thu, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 25, Floor: Second

Disaffiliation in and Europe (P018)
Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 25, Floor: Second

Horizontal Europeanisation (P034)
Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 25, Floor: Second

A Sentimental Journey? Explaining Conflicted Attitudes Towards the EU (P098)
Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 25, Floor: Second

The Medium is the Message? The Role of Old and New Media in the EU (P099)
Thu, 14:15–16:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 25, Floor: Second

Section 12

Transnational Contention: Movements and Interest Groups in the EU

Keywords: Civil Society, European Politics, European Union, Interest Groups, Social Movements

Section Chair(s):
PARKS, Laoua (Université des Studi di Trento)
RIZZA, Carlo (Università degli Studi di Trento)

AUTHOR-MEETS-CRITICS PANEL – Welfare Markets in Europe: The Democratic Challenge of European Integration (P049)
Wed, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

Whose Voices are Heard and Why? Interest Representation in EU Environmental Policy (P095)
Thu, 14:15–16:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

Solidarities in Times of ‘Crisis’ (P064)
Fri, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

The Populist Right and EU Civil Society (P086)
Fri, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

Migration and Mobilisation in the EU (P042)
Wed, 14:00–17:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

Judicial Activism (P038)
Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

Organised Civil Society and Democratic Accountability (P047)
Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

Mobilising Europe – Europe and Citizen Activism (P044)
Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 26, Floor: Second

Section 13

EU Law and Politics

Keywords: European Politics, European Union, Policy Implementation

Section Chair(s):
KELEMEN, R. Daniel (Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey)
SAURUGGER, Sabine (Sciences Po Grenoble)

Hard and Soft Law in the European Union – I (P032)
Thu, 14:15–16:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 31, Floor: Third

Hard and Soft Law in the European Union – II (P033)
Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 31, Floor: Third

Responding to Mass Migration in Europe: Legal and Political Approaches between Competition and Cooperation (P058)
Fri, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 31, Floor: Third

The Contexts of European Law (P061)
Fri, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 31, Floor: Third

Legal Experts, Judges and Litigation (P041)
Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 31, Floor: Third

Anti-discrimination and Human Rights (P002)
Thu, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 31, Floor: Third

Challenges to the EU Legal Order: Defiance and Disintegration (P011)
Wed, 16:00–17:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 31, Floor: Third

European Law and EU Policies (P025)
Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 31, Floor: Third

Section 14

Developments in EU Governance – Democracy, The Role Of Law And Fundamental Rights as Contentious Issues

Keywords: Democracy, European Union, Governance

Section Chair(s):
HODSON, Dermal (Birkbeck, University of London)
PUETTER, Uwe (Central European University)

The Crisis of Democracy and Rule of Law in the EU: Reflections on Sovereignty Issues (P070)
Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 33, Floor: Third

Challenges to the Rule of Law and European Integration (P012)
Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 33, Floor: Third

Challenges to Democracy and European Integration (P010)
Fri, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 33, Floor: Third

Section 15

Freedom of Movement, Citizenship and Welfare Membership

Keywords: European Politics, European Union, Populism, Immigration

Section Chair(s):
BARRIBEUCO, Roxana (University of Leeds)
FAVELL, Adrian (Sciences Po Paris)

The EU Facing Change in Immigration and Socio-Economic Policies: Investigating Sovereignty Issues (P074)
Wed, 14:00–15:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 34, Floor: Third

Migration and Transnational Social Protection: Policy Changes and Migrants’ Access to Welfare across European Democracies (P043)
Thu, 11:15–13:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 34, Floor: Third

Challenges to the EU Legal Order: Inequality, Illegality and Expulsion (P031)
Thu, 09:00–10:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 34, Floor: Third

Effects of EU Citizenship (P022)
Wed, 16:00–17:45 Building: 27SG, Room: 34, Floor: Third

Brexit and the Politics of Migration (P008)
Thu, 16:15–18:00 Building: 27SG, Room: 34, Floor: Third
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Sciences Po Centre for European Studies and Comparative Politics

Sciences Po is an institution of higher education and research in the humanities and social sciences. Its work in law, economics, history, political science and sociology is pursued through eleven research units and several crosscutting programmes.

Sciences Po’s research community includes over 220 members and 350 PhD candidates. Recognised internationally, these members’ work covers a wide range of topics including education, democracies, urban development, globalisation and public health.

One of Sciences Po’s key objectives is to make a significant contribution to methodological, epistemological and theoretical advances in the humanities and social sciences. Its mission is also to share the results of its research with the international research community, students, and more broadly, society as a whole.

Over the past five years, the QS World University Rankings have confirmed Sciences Po’s place amongst leading universities in the social sciences. Sciences Po is 4th in the world in Politics and International Relations, and 37th in Sociology.

At national level, Sciences Po affirms its position:

1st in Political Science & International Relations and Sociology
2nd in Law and History
3rd in Economics.

Founded in 2009 and headed by Florence Haegel since September 2016, Sciences Po’s Centre for European Studies and Comparative Politics (UMR 8239) is a multidisciplinary and comparative research unit within the department of political science and sociology.

It aims to develop research programs on the impact of European economic and sociological changes on politics and policies, including a special focus on the process of European integration. It also compares these transformations with those occurring in other parts of the world.

Its key research domains are grouped around four main overlapping research axes:

• the transformations of capitalism
• the state as a producer of public policies
• cities, borders and (im)mobilities
• tensions in representative democracy.

CEE is now home to more than 25 senior researchers (FNSP, CNRS, university professors), some 50 PhD candidates and recent PhD recipients and more than 30 research associates, from France and abroad. CEE also regularly hosts well-known guest researchers, postdocs and PhD candidates for periods ranging from one month to one year.

Openness to the international scientific community is one of CEE’s key qualities. Most of its research projects include an international and/or comparative dimension and their results are often published in international journals or translated into foreign languages. CEE’s researchers belong to networks that include multinational teams. CEE also maintains longstanding partnerships with research institutions abroad.

CEE’s research activity includes the organisation of scientific events and it is the springboard for numerous publications. CEE publishes a series of online working papers: Cahiers européens de Sciences Po.

Support of young researchers is a key CEE objective and its researchers are strongly involved in Sciences Po’s teaching programs at all levels including PSIA – School of International Affairs, Urban School and School of Public Affairs.